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	Features 	Keyword Research
Pick the right keywords for SEO and PPC campaigns that attract your audience

	Competitors Analysis
Analyze competitors' sites
in SEO and PPC strategy

	Keyword Clustering
Organize keywords by thematic similarity

	Site Audit
Find and fix on-site issues to boost your Google rankings

	AI Content Generation
Generate articles and
meta tags



	Resources 	Blog
We touch on various topics related to SEO and SEM analytics, as well as market research

	Serpstat Academy
Become Serpstat power user with this course and find out how to set SEO goals and key performance indicators

	Knowledge Base
Explore facilities of Serpstat tools quickly and easily: tutorial and use cases



	Pricing

En 	English
	Українська
	Español
	русский


Try 7 days for free Sign inEnglish 	Українська
	Español
	русский




Switch to English interface?
Keep English Switch to EN
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trusted by 863k+ users
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	Competitors analysis
	Site audit
	Keyword research
	AI content generation
	Keyword clustering



	Find out who your real
search competitors are
	Get traffic, visibility, number of
backlinks, and other SEO metrics
	Unveil hidden keyword opportunities
based on competitors' keywords
	Check the ads of your competitors
to speed up PPC campaign creation

Get access with no charges
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	Use detailed recommendations to improve your website without an SEO agency
	Sort out technical issues on your site by their priority
	Schedule automatic checks, and monitor if the number of issues found is decreasing
	Track the growth dynamics of the site optimization level

Get access with no charges
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	Fast keywords research
on any topic
	Keywords from 230 countries in Google with keyword difficulty, search volume, and cost per click in one tool
	Plan budget and select only effective keywords for running ads with analyzing keywords PPC metrics

Get access with no charges
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	Check grammar and spelling
	Highlight important insights
from competitor texts
	Detect AI-generated content
	Evaluate plagiarism level

Get access with no charges
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	Group keywords by matching URLs from the top 30
	Upload up to 50 000 keywords and group them automatically by SERPs similarity
	Find out which clusters suit certain pages of your website
	Get keyword clusters ready to export

Get access with no charges
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People are
loving serpstat
	Keyword research
	Competitors analysis
	Site audit



I like Serpstat because it allows me to easily
see which keywords bring up featured
snippets on the results page.
[image: author]Neil Patel
Co-Founder, Neil Patel Digital


Serpstat is another comprehensive keyword research tool
that I discovered recently. They've done some really good
work when it comes to helping us identify winning keywords.
[image: author]Harsh Agrawal
Founder and CEO, ShoutMeLoud


I love that it tracks SEO over a time period tracking keyword
growth across your site and competitors over time. I'll leverage it
on client meetings to show how their current SEO guy is failing.
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Marketing Strategist, 2xMyBiz.com










Helps you understand how your site and sites belonging
to competitors are performing in paid and organic search,
and what to do about things you want to improve.
[image: author]John Newton
Marketing Director, Oxygen Finance


Excellent competitor's analysis
capabilities and ability to make teamwork
with the multi user account.
[image: author]Uliana Pliatsko
Business Development Manager, Closely


Serpstat helps us to track positions in SERP, see changes and
make perfect competitors research. Positions are the same
as during a manual search in the corresponding countries.
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SEO Team Lead, MatchOffice










For my use, there is much to like about Serpstat. I really like
the site audit tool and information I can gather on competitors.
Most of all, I like all of the training and support they provide.
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Serpstat UI is one of the most user-friendly and intuitive
in any SEO tools I use. I enjoy using it on a day to day
basis as the insights it provides, especially site audit.
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Co-Founder, UAtalents


I really love the site audit feature.
I've used it to clean up old articles and
redirections to my website.
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Marketing Strategist, DIY Marketing
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